
America

1) October 16th is World Food Day. As in years past, TFT 
Japan’s “1 Million Itadakimasu!” campaign is in full effect with 
over 20 events and limited edition products sold during the 
campaign period, which ends November 30th. 2&3) Pictures 
from a press conference in Tokyo. 4) The TFT Hong Kong 
team, led by Katy Yung, presented a training program to the 
HK Convention Exhibition Center (HKCEC) restaurant 
managers. HKCEC will add TFT dishes to four of their 
restaurants this November. 

Number of meals shared to date (as of September 30th , 2012): 

16,718,495 Meals 
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Asia

A number of World Food Day events were held in the U.S. as well. 
Top&5) In San Diego, California Kebab, a new TFT partner, hosted an 
event featuring trivia, locally brewed beer, and artwork by local students  

12) The Mil lennium 
V i l l a g e s Te a m i n 
K o r a r o ,  E t h i o p i a 
reported this month that 
enrollment remains high 

“When you dine at TABLE FOR TWO, you never dine alone.”  

A Message From TABLE FOR TWO 
Executive Director Masa Kogure 

 

World Food Day celebrations kicked 
off around the world, as TFT hosted 
dozens of events across Japan, the 
U.S., Vietnam, and the Philippines. 
 
Food lies at the center of our lives, 
wherever we live. As we near the 
holiday season, let’s take this 
opportunity to share a meal across 
time and space. 
 
Please come to our events, follow us 
on Facebook, and together send 1 
million more meals by the end of 
November! 
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Europe
10) Lovisenberg Diakonale Hospital will join 
Akershus University Hospital as TFT’s second 
partner in Norway. The hospital is owned by the 
private deaconess foundations Diakonissehuset 
Lovisenberg and Diakonova and provides medical 
services to 170,000 inhabitants in Oslo. 11) TFT UK 
invited founder Masa Kogure for an event at the law 
firm Simmons & Simmons, where attendees from 
various backgrounds expressed interest in 
supporting TFT’s activities in the UK. 
 

Africa

9

(pictured at top). 6) At Columbia University, students came together to discuss social entrepreneurship over 
healthy appetizers and drinks. 7&8) Students from three schools in the DC area gathered at American 
University. The evening included opening remarks from FAO staff, a colorful skit (see picture), a live video feed 
with TFT members in Japan and Vietnam, food prepared by TFT partners, and a tasting of posho, a common 
staple in East Africa used in many of TFT’s school meals. 9) Follow the two participants in the TFT Health 
Challenge (look for “TFT HealthChallenger” on Facebook) as they change their diets during the campaign 
towards a healthier lifestyle. 

and drop-outs low in all 22 schools supported by 
TFT as the new term began. Pictured are 
students holding up oranges, which complement 
the corn soya blend served for lunch. 
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Our hearts go out to all who were affected by Hurricane Sandy in the U.S. 


